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9D Taiwan Picturesque Culture Tour
Tour Code: TWN9C

Hualien-Taroko-Qixingtan-Tainan-Tsoumalai Farm-Kenting-1D Taipei Free & Easy

D1：SIN✈TAIPEI-Ximenting-Hotel
Hotel: Hotel G7 Taipei or equivalent
Upon arrival, transfer to Shopping haven Ximenting. It is also a good place for young people
Dinner: Own Expenses

D2：Taipei-Yeliu-Jiufen-Suao train –Hualien
Hotel: Ocean Hyaline Hotel or equivalent
Yehliu Scenic Area - The rock landscape of Yehliu Geopark is one of most famous wonders in the world. You
may see the Queen’s Head, Dragon’s Head Rock, and etc.
Jiufen Mountain Town- Nestled against the mountains and hemmed in by the sea are the villages of Jiufen.
Relive scenes of the past when Jiufen was a prosperous gold mining town and take a stroll along the quaint streets,
Dinner: Taiwanese cuisine

D3: Lingzhi Shop-Qixingtan~ Taroko National Park: Changchun Shrine, Memorial arch
~ Rui Suimu field – Marble Factory ~ Chishang Lunch Box Cultural History Museum- Chihpen Hot
Springs (Please bring your own swimsuit and swim cap)
Hotel: Chipen Hot Spring Hotel or equivalent

Qixingtan- Located northeast of Hualian City. Due to its abundant natural beauty, multiple scenic trails, beach
pavilions, pagodas, and Star-Gazing Square,

Changchun Shrine- Located within Taroko National Park. It is one of the major picturesque points of the park built
in Qing dynasty style..

Taroko Memorial Arch- The entrance to Taroko Gorge is a classic landmark and is a popular photo-taking site.
Ruisui Pasture- Ruisui Pasture is open to tourists every day of the year, and provides its famous fresh, high-quality,
nationally-marketed milk..
Breakfast: Hotel breakfast Lunch: Hualien nutritious meal Dinner: Hotel dinner

D4：Hualien~ Eluanbi Lighthouse ~Kenting National Park：Maobitou ~ Chuanfan Rock ~ Longpan
park ~Kenting Street
Hotel: LeaLea Gardens Hotel-Kenting
Eluanbi Lighthouse- Today,Eluanbi Lighthouse is called "The Light of East Asia", because its intensity is the most
powerful among Taiwan lighthouses.
Kenting National Park- Kenting National Park is located at the southern tip of Taiwan. There are two famous capes
on the island. Located at the western side, there is Maobitou and the east, eluanbi. Chuanfanshi-located between
Kenting and Eluanbi. Chuanfanshi means “sail stone”, as it looks like a sail of a boat protruding out on the sea from a
distance. This rock was broken from the coral shore is now overgrown with wild flower. Longpan Park-This area is
a coral limestone tableland with landscapes eroded by rainwaters. The wide grassland is perfect for watching
various beautiful scenes, such as the winding coasts, slumping cliffs, sunrises, sunsets, and shining stars.
Kenting Streets- A marine style street that is full of local specialty snacks.

Breakfast: Hotel breakfast Lunch: Pig trotter meal Dinner: Taiwanese cuisine

D5：Fu Guang Shan Temple~Hakka Village ~ Pearl Centre -Tsou-Ma-Lai Leisure Farm(guided tour
bus、archery、DIY activities、KTV)~Night accommodation at Tsou-Ma-Lai Ranch Villa)
Hotel: Tsou-Ma-Lai Leisure Farm or equivalent (ranch villa)

Fu Guang Shan: Founded in 1967 by Venerable Master Hsing Yun, the order promotes Humanistic Buddhism, a modern Chinese
Buddhist thought developed through the 20th Century and made popular by this and other modern Chinese Buddhist orders.
Tsou-Ma-Lai Leisure Farm-Farm activity
Breakfast: Hotel breakfast

Lunch: Tainan traditional food

Dinner: Ranch style dinner

D6: Aboriginal Centre- Sun Moon Lake ~ Scenic Lake Cruise (include ticket) -Formosan Aboriginal
Culture Village ~ Wen Wu Temple ~Taiwan Tea House- Fengjia Night Market
Hotel: In One City inn or equivalent

Sun Moon Lake: The only natural lake in Taiwan which resembles a new moon and a sun with an elevation of 760 meters above
sea level. Formosan Aboriginal Culture Village-The village represents nine aboriginal tribal cultures. It is also an

amusement park that features original cultural performances, architecture, traditional clothing, hand-made crafts.
Wen Wu Temple-Constructed in 1932, located on the northern side of the famed Sun Moon Lake.
Fengjia Night Market-Taiwan's most Innovative night market. It was claimed to be the largest night market in
Taiwan. There are a variety of delicacies such as the popular takoyaki, Small sausage in large sausage, pig’s blood
cake not to be missed.
Breakfast: Hotel breakfast Lunch: Thao style cuisine Dinner: Own expenses

D7: Vigor Kobo Local Product~ Fisherman's Wharf ~ Tamsui Old Street ~Ningxia Night
Market(Replaced with other night markets if closed)
Hotel: Hotel G7 Taipei or equivalent
Fisherman's Wharf -One of the most famous locations in Taiwan, the Tamsui Fisherman's Wharf is well known
for its beautiful sunsets and seafood. Tamsui Old Street - This pedestrian shopping area offers tourists a wide
selection of restaurants, arcades, and stores specializing in traditional handicrafts. Visitors can sample Tamsui's
local specialties: Ningxia Night Market- very popular even amongst the locals as it has the highest concentration
of all the best snacks from the olden days.
Breakfast: Hotel breakfast Lunch: Five Dime Driftwood Restaurant Dinner: Night Market own expenses

D8: Taipei Free & Easy
Hotel: Hotel G7 Taipei or equivalent
After breakfast, enjoy a day in Taipei City shopping, reading, and savoring the local delicacies.
Breakfast: Hotel breakfast

D9: Taipei✈Singapore
Check out and proceed to airport, taking international airline back to beautiful Singapore.
** Tour Sequence, hotel and meals are subject to changes with / without prior notice** (In case of discrepancy or
dispute, the Chinese version shall prevail) - (4 stars Hotel)
**Taiwan tour guide and chauffeur lowest service rate: entire Itinerary NT800/pax or SGD$35/pax (adult and children
2yrsame rate, collected in Singapore)

